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ANALOGY OF NAZI-GERMANY AND TPLF-EPRDF “ETHIOPIA” 
ELIMINATION POLICIES 

 

By Taye Kissi Jima 

 

History is blighted by the deeds of many evil men, tyrannies who used the 

masks of religion, patriotism, racism and myth as an excuse for some of horrifying 

crimes committed in human history. They instigated, waged wars, mass slaughter, 

conducted genocides, ethocides and sadism. Men like Menelik II, Leopold II, Lothar 

von Trotha, Cecil Rhodes, Adolf Hitler, Joseph Stalin, Pol Pot, Mengistu Haile-

mariam, Meles Zenawi and others that succumbed human life more than the 

pandemic diseases all in one did in the history of human being on this planet earth. 

Evil men virtually share common traits independent of time and place to whom 

power has meant a license to corrupt, maim, murder and terror. They are all ugly 

indeed, self-styled, greedy for power and conquest, and took as ingratitude of the 

writhing of its victims. They are selfish, alone, did not even trust their own shadow 

let alone to have friends indeed and societal interactions,thier rational part of the 

brain, the Cerebrum, where facts and fiction are analyzed, distilled, judged and 

evaluated are packed with myth, fiction, fables, ignorance, arrogance, pseudo-

patriotism, racism and hatred in which they mesmerized a simple human emotion 

for which they prepared them to die.  

In this article, the National Socialist German Party, short Nazi led by Adolf 

Hitler and his 25 points of manifesto broadcasted in February 1924 officially and 

executed by Nazis and its analogy with the TPLF/EPRDF led by Meles Zenawi’s 34 

point plans and execution to the very date are thoroughly analyzed.  

As it is very essential to have knowledge of the past, to understand the 

present, and look at the future, a glimpse of historical backgrounds of both parties 

and “Quasi states” are elucidated. The Five major significant points of Nazi plans 

designed by A. Hitler such as Mythology, Power, Land, Freedom of expression, and 

Targeted people policies, programs of operations and executions analogy are 

compared. 

Nazi-Germany  

Germany who instigated and waged the First World War and lost badly must 

pay through his nose for all the damage did during the WWI, aftermaths of the war 

and repercussions. After unconditional surrendering and Capitulation by the allied 

forces signed the Treaty of Versailles on 7th May1919. Germany was not only 

political isolated from Europe, must also lose Otto Bismarck’s Empire of Europe, 

his colonies in Africa, Southwest Africa (Namibia), German East Africa (Tanzania, 

Rwanda and Burundi), Togoland, Parts of Cameroon and the Border areas of Benin 

in the African continent. Bismarck was regarded as the father of German unity, 

popularly known as the Blacksmith (Blood and Iron) of Europe. The worst of the 

Versailles treaty was actually article 231, The Guilt clause that turned Germans to a 

semi-servitudes’s status and economic burden, societal and psychological impacts 

of the crime Germans committed during the war and its repercussions as a bad 

loser. Coal as the only natural resource German posses must be mined by German 

labor and transported out of its border such as to France. These are the major 

challenging factors to be solved that the Germans have to face the decades to come. 

And somehow, some way, and someone who is capable of uplifting the whole 
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Germans from zero to hero, from loser to victories must take a charge, and must be 

hatched out from these circumstances in an appropriate time and place.  

Adolf Hitler born in April 1889, Braunau am Inn, Austria was raised up from 

these circumstances to save Germany. He joined the Bavarian infantry regiment by 

his own request and sent to the front. While he was recovering, half blinded by 

mustard gas attacked in hospital that the news of capitulation of German came 

through. He blamed the Jews, found a scapegoat for the war lost by Germans.  

When he was languishing in Landesberg prison for his part in the bungled 1923 

Coup d’état to overthrow the Bavarian government that he wrote the major part of 

his book Mein Kampf (My Struggle), his vision of the Fatherland. The book was 

turned out to be the bestseller of his time, and considered as the Bible of Germans. 

Further more, it was granted as the best gift from state authorities on wedding days 

for couples parallel to marriage certificates. Thus, one can easily grasp the impact 

of Hitler’s vision of Vaterland in his book and his systematic indoctrination of the 

German society and its consequence in the coming decades. He became a member 

of Germans workers party card older Number Five, renamed it to National Socialist 

German Party, short Nazi. He outlined the 25 points of the Nazi plans manifesto 

broadcasted in February 1924 officially. He was elected as chancellor in January 

1933 that opened the door to unlimited power to execute what he planned in 1924. 

TPLF- Abyssinia con. Ethiopia 

It is worth to note why genuine scholars like Paul Baxter designated 

Abyssinia (“Ethiopia”): “White men’s burden”, Ernest Work “A Pawn in European 

Diplomacy”, Asafa Jalata “Being in but out of Africa”, Bonnie K. Holcomb and Sisay 

Ibssa “The Invented, dependent, predatory Empire”, Mohammed Hassen “The 

tyrannic Emipre”, Mohammed Ahemed Hassen (Zakaria ) “Extended arm of Western 

Colonialism” among others. 

The description of the scholars is self explanatory, it is not come out of a 

vacuum as some may wish or believe, but based on facts that can be proofed and 

reproofed as a historical signature of the Abyssinia Empire, contemporary Ethiopia. 

History is and should be a science, the study of the human, society, a dialogue 

between the past and the present. It is investigative, interrogative, belongs to the 

study of the institutions, including an account of the rise and fall of nations, as well 

as of other great changes which have affected the political and social conditions of 

the human, the dynamics that gives possibility to events that can only attain its 

objectives once it has been emptied of its mythical consents, purified from its 

debris. Once only when the truth is ferret out and crystallized, it will be the best 

teacher for those who are able to learn from it, and can be used as an instrument of 

mobilization of a national development by regenerating and acknowledging the 

golden era of the pasts, such as Sirna Gadaa-Seeqqee - A unique autochthonous 

(indigenous) socio political system. 

Among a number of master teachers of the history of Oromo, Africa, World, 

Prof Asmarom Legesse in one of his books titled: Oromo Democracy: An indigenous 

African political system defines: “Oromo Democracy is one of those remarkable 

creations of the human mind that evolved into a full-fledged system of government, 

as a result of five centuries of evolution and deliberate, rational, legislative 

transformation. It contains genuinely African solutions for some of the problems 

that democracies everywhere have had to face.” That proofs that Oromos are 

inherent of Proto-democracy, that sents a massage for those who believe to teach 
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Oromos what meant a real democracy are plasubily adviced to learn about Gaada 

Oromoo initally before teaching Greece democracy that virtually had never exsited 

in real. 

Furthermore, Prof. Asafa Jalata, an author of Nine books and over sixty 

research publications said: “I have studied the history of the world society, African, 

European, African–American, Oromo .e.t.c, and I have never seen a system that can 

be compared to Sirna Gada, its complexity, mechanisms of check and balance of 

power, a civilization that can be able to be the model for the rest of the world 

suffering from the so called western democracy of party lines.” 

Most importantly Sirna Gada may be an African recipe that can heal the 

wounds of the Flag–anthem independent “Quasi states” of Africa designed by the 

colonizer ín 1884/85 in Berlin during “Scramble for Africa” and its continue legacy 

of never-ending wars of elimination, displacement, flight and gruesome acts 

committed by tyrannies in each angle of Arfican turf to the very date. 

A man without the knowledge of his history, where he has been cannot know 

where he is, or where he is going, and the assumption that some believes, or think 

that the past is dead has no place in history. While, what we know, our knoweldge 

of today, about what was happened thousands, hundreds, years or even minutes 

ago occupies the same space in our memory, in our mind independent of time and 

place. That is part of our knowledge, and we are what we know. We teach what we 

know to the future generation and learn what we do not know.Therefore, one must 

carefully distinguish history from folklore.  

Folklore is essentially a tradition of a collection of synthesized stories, myths 

and beliefs. In fact, it  comes out of a vacuum. It is neither a science, nor 

investigative. Thus, it can only entertains at best re-supply self esteem to the 

individual or groups of people like Habeshas/ Abyssinias in horn of Africa, 

Apartheid in South Africa, Nazis in Europe, Ku Klux Klan (KKK) in North America, 

e.t.c., where all have a common idiosyncratic point of departure like “master race, 

civilized, god chosen, the Christian of the Christians, what else not told and 

written”  

It is unfortunate that the Habesha/ Abyssinia (Amhar and Tigre mainly), or a 

current chronical migraine of “Ethiopiawenet”means “Ethiopianess”, as an adage 

that say: “Empty vessel makes the loudest sound”, is physically or geographically 

located in Africa, while her rest, the vital part what makes human a human;  

culture  came from Western Asia or Middle East and based on the Zionist ideology, 

fable, fiction, and denial of Africaness as her name is self-evident. Further more, It 

worths to note that Abyssinia proper is one of the primitive, poorest, resourceless 

region in the horn of Africa, and has a predatory-prey relationships with the richest  

vast rest southern part from Abyssina proper that was conquered and incorporated 

to the Prision house known as Ethiopia today during Menelik, buttressed by 

western colonizers mission in the scramble for Africa and influences in the horn 

region. 

Tigray where the TPLF leaders were hatched is one of the far north, the 

poorest of the poorest province of Abyssinia proper. She was known by the 

international community and the press in her permanent chronical famine with 

signature of the image of children with bloated stomachs, spindly legs, and flies 

nesting in their nostrils. Enough of words lets the pictures the world watches on 

daily bases speak for itself. Chronical famine as her global signature can be proofed 

straight from the horse's mouth; Atse Kasa (in defacto warlord of Tigray, self 

crowned (King Yohannis IV). One may imagine when ones king begs for food from 

http://www.searchquotes.com/quotation/The_empty_vessel_makes_the_loudest_sound./212011/
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an unknown man in Europe like Leopold II among others, what might happen by 

the people whom he rules.  

The letter reads: 

Title: Yohannis IV to Napoleon III.1854: 

“May this letter sent by King Yohannis reach King Louis Napoleon (Luwĩ 

Napoli’on). How are you? Are you well? In his kindness God has placed me over my 

father's kingdom. Later, however, because it was not His will, He deposed me. Today 

I am living in poverty. Give me food to the extent you are able [to do so]. According to 

the custom of our country, after a king has been deposed, he does not go to other 

people's houses but lives in poverty at home. I am starving. The reason for my writing 

(lit sending) this is that I said to myself that we are one, since we are the children of 

Jesus Christ [and] of Our Lady Mary, and it is not because we are acquainted with 

each other before. My God keep you . Amen.” 

The letter was forwarded to paris on 19 August 1854 by French vice- consul. 

Delaye, who stated that it had been arrived open from Gonder and that the Catholic 

missionaries Biancheri and Sapeto translated for him from Geez/Amhairc Orgin; 

fol.21. 

It is crucial to consider that 

as Menelik is to the settler colonies, 

the Neftenyas, under the motto of 

“Amharization”, waged wars, 

conducted genocides and ethnoicdes 

on the Oromos and all other non-

habesha people in the horn of Africa 

and as a result incarcerated in 

Menelik‘s Empire to the very date, 

and as a result where Abyssinia 

proper was expanded to about 5 to 

6 times to its original size, So is 

Yohannis IV to the TPLFs who 

fought for the liberation of Tigray 

initially, until occupying 

Finfinne.Thus, it will not be a 

mistake, if one can call Meles 

Zenawi, Atse Yohannis V of his 

epoch, to whom they all credited 

and followed his footsteps. Indeed, 

the only difference is they changed the title “King” to “ Prime” nothing more.The 

project of elimination of the indigenous people from their ancestrals soil (Biyyee 

Akkaakaayu, Akaakilee).The hunting for Land from every compass direction toward 

Oromoland, Sidamaland, Ogadenland, Benishangul, Gumz, just to note some 

among Others, the resources richest part of the horn of Africa on which the 

predatory empire preys to survive. Currently, Land grabbing and hunting for turf is 

hotter than gold in Africa continent and the Ethiopian emipre is in leading postion 

by eliminating the Indeginous people; in doing the dirty jobs primarliy and leaseing  

to the Asians , the Maoistis- China ,the state of Castesytem-India, the Desert 

states-Saudi , Catar, Turkey, classical colnizers of Africa,the Europeans where 

Germany is in the leading position, just to note some of the over 50 resource 

hunger states currently computing to rescarmble the region.and Africa as a whole.  
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THE MYTHOLOGY AND FABLE  
 
NAZI-GERMANY  

 

The mythology, fable of Nazi Germany was and still is based on the so called 

“Aryan blood, pure blood, superior, master, German race, Germaness”, only a 

product of German parents in blood (jus sangunis). The origin of the word Aryan is 

Ancient Persian, mainly today’s Iran from where the Nazis have stolen and 

deformed and self-styled out of its original context. Historian call it the greatest lie 

of the 20 century. They integrated and implemented it as the best propaganda 

machine of “racial ideology” and its chauvinist acts of Aryanism that wide spread to 

the world like a pest bacterial pandemic. The world is dived into two in the mind, 

eyes and ears of the Nazis. The world of most extreme Aryan model, the superior, 

the civilized, the intelligent, the handsome, God chosen, in general almost all 

ameliorative connotations reserved for Aryan model. What else left, something of 

miracle. They even claimed that the Pyramids along Laga Abaa (River Nile) were 

built by them, they called themselves Caucasians, left the Nile civilization in Africa, 

and only evil knows why they fled from warm, beautiful, civilized Africa to 

barbarian, cold European caves.  

The rest of the world of the Nazis was diametrically the opposite of the Aryan  

model, the antonym of the aryan connotation where all pejorative vocabularies were 

attested to it. The worst of the worst is the sadist view,and consideration as 

anomaly and not worth to live. They must be eliminated from this planet. At this 

junction of history, the German Jews who were thorn in Nazis flesh as a prime 

target, urgent action plan and then follows to the European Jews, long term plan of 

Nazis. “I never wonder to see men wicked but I often wonder them not ashamed.” 

Jonathan Swift. 

 
TPLF-Abyssinia con. Ethiopia 

The Abissinian is intended to be the direct descendents of the mythical son of 

Solomon who begat Sheba (Makeda or Balkis) in Jerusalem. As a result she traveled 

back to Africa and gave birth to a son called Menelik, “the tribe of Judah” more 

pompously “The Lion of the tribe of Judha, elect of God, to rule Africans those who 

had no Jews blood (Jus sanguinis) flowing in there Arteries”, analogue to the Nazis 

Aryan myth and folklore. She alleged to have 3000 years of ‘History’ and even more 

'civilization’ a chronical migraine of “Ethiopiawenet/ Ethiopianess” that can be 

compared with a person who has 3000 dollars in his wallet but dying from Hunger. 

The uncomfortable truth of Abyssinia that must be told is that virtually they do not 

even know their grandfather let alone to know 120 generation of solomonic 

peedegree. 

The myth of Habeshas was and still is based on two books of folklores, fable , 

of Western Asia, know as Middle East and fable called “Kibre Negest”, “the glory of 

King” and “Fetha negest” meant “the Law of King” In fact, there is no glory, but 

disgrace, no king but Shifta (local Warlords) no law but anarchy i.e. called 

Zemenemesafint were the local people called the predatory infantry militias as a 

human plague.  

In fact, these books are a compendium of Roman-Byzantine laws collection 

and its Arabic version of Syro-Roman Books of law of religion that first came to 

Alexandria-Egypt around the first half century. An Alexandrian Copt, a native of an 
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Egyptian brought them to Abyssinia at the request and expanse of a local warlord 

“Emperor.” The Abyssinian Copts were dependent on Alexandrian Copts until the 

last quarter of the 20 century. The myth of the Kebre negest and Feteha negest was 

formally incorporated to the Abyssinian system only in 1908 by Menelik II, article II 

of the constitution and is still live on and cherished today. It was translated to 

Geez-Habesha script in face value by unknown debtras. A propos, debtras, in R. 

Pankhurt’s word: “The worst of beasts is the scorpion; the worst of men is debtras.” 

Annesley and Salt added: “During our visit in Tigray we meet only a few debtras, 

considered as intellectual elites of Habesha people, we looked for someone who can 

read their Bible and found that not one in twenty could understand the characters 

they read “Ge’ez” it is as a French speaking person might seek to understand 

Latin.”  

Professor Asafa Jalata, hit the nail on the head by saying: “Being in and out 

of Africa” and with his further exploration of her duality that unveiled her 

chameleon behavior in his publication by Journal of Black Studies in 2009. 

It is well worth also citing at length the analysis of H. Blanc among others. In 

his article published on the Native Races of Abyssinia who exactly the Habeshas 

/Abyssinians are, those people who put us out of history. Blanc said: 

“The Abyssinian, taken as a whole with the exception of the oppressed and 

hard-working peasants, there is nothing in them to praise or extol. Beggars infest the 

land; the priests are ignorant and bigoted; the soldiers, the course of the curse of the 

country. Abyssinians, I regret to say are cowardly, adepts, at low treachery, lazy, 

pretentious and pompous. Naturally drunkards and gluttons, they are only 

abstemious by necessity, and their festivals are but low and coarse orgies. They have 

no literature, no means of recreation. Their conversation is a revolting incoherent talk, 

partly blasphemous, partly lascivious, and when they favoured us their society, 

always ending in requests for favours. When we state that cleanliness is a shame, 

debauchery, no disgrace, robbery, treachery and murder glorious deeds.” 

Blanc summed up the exact mindset, primitive, backward behaviors of the 

Abyssinas in one paragraph, without a shadow of doubt for which all of non-

habeshas born, grown up in this prison house called “Ethiopia” are a living witness. 

Furthermore, the deep rooted degree of racism in Habesahs against the other 

blacks in general and indigenous African people specially inhabitants in the empire. 

Thus, if human beings discovered a units of measurements for racism, prejudice, 

hypocrisy, lie and bigotry among others as we have units of measurement for  

length, height, time, or heat, the Habeshas will be a champions of a gold medallion 

champion in African continent and as do the Germans in European Continent 

without a shadow of doubt. One must know only their language and capable to read 

their mind and worldview. 

 
POWER 

NAZI 

“Unlimited authority of the central parliament over the whole Reich and its 

organizations in general. The forming of state and profession chambers for the 

execution of the laws made by the Reich within the various states of the 

confederation. The leaders of the party promise, if necessary by sacrificing their own 

lives, to support by the execution of the points set forth above without consideration.″ 

Hitler come to power by hook or crook through systematic abolition of all 

rival political parties, formidable personals with special elite military commands or 
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forces called Schutzstaffel abbreviated SS and Gestapo abbreviation of Geheime 

Staatspolizei, ("Secret State Police"). He absolutely rejected the parliamentary 

system, a theory of majority vote and unquestioned authority of the leader 

throughout in the State. After consolidating power he self-styled,.comes out as a 

saver of the German nation Vaterlandsretter, of an exhausted masses of Germans 

who were wearily seeking a way out the Treaty of Versailles and Gulit clause. 

Newspapers headlines wrote: “Hitler Is All of Germany" rose up as the Führer-the 

leader of the dying nation in the 1930th. A man who desires to win the adherence of 

the mass must know the key which will unlock the door to their hearts.  

The real question to be answered is in which direction does he go to lead, to 

heaven or hell, his  he  an angel or an evil and when, then to whom. Since the 

manifesto of Nazi was public seven years has passed. If the rest of the world was 

not blind folded, half-hearted to act against the Nazis official plans of Aryanism, 

signs of elimination polices, for which adequate facts were available to prevent one 

of the worst human tragedy that the world has never seen within short period of 

time that was going to happen in decades to come, the Holocaust in 20th century. 

TPLF/EPRDF 

 

Mengistu Hailmariam- a Military dictator whose ideological father was J. 

Stalin Russian Soviet Union, popularly known with his evil acts, the father of red 

terror, torture, etc. He ruled the Empire with terror from the year 1974 to 1991 

safeguarded with killer commando and Kalashnikovs and conducted genoicde to its 

last day of flight to Zimbabwe was overthrown by three rebel forces, the OLF, the 

EPLF and the TPLF. The TPLF breeded an umbrella organization named it EPRDF (a 

conglomerated of the 300,000 members of war prisoners of Mengistus army battered 

by TPLF in October 1989 rebreeded PDO’S. They designed the so-called transitional 

Governmentthat did not hold the duties signed for more than 9 months. The true 

face of the TPLF led by Meles Zenawi who fought for the liberation of Tigray was 

now to be witnessed after occupying Finfinne, the Umbilical cord of the Oromoland 

that suffered extreme genocide and ethnocide since Meneliks occupation. Meles 

consolidated power through trickery and mischievous acts, implemented J.Stalins 

Soviet Russia model, exiled, jailed the leaders OLF, mass arrested and massacred 

the OLF supporters and the  army, hunted and killed Oromo artists, Bussines men, 

plundered properties and resources. The self-styled Albanian socialist Meles turned 

from liberator to tyranny and systematic killer. 

Analog to Nazis unlimited authoritarian system of one-man rule the 

TPLF/EPRDF was turned to another tyranny, of one man rule to whom power has 

meant a license to terrorize, corrupt, maim, murder, jail worse than his 

predecessor, the military junta. Meles reversed the course of his predecessor from 

Moscow to Washington. Moscow is no more the capital city of Soviet Union but 

Russia only. The Soviet Union is digested, cannot provide Klanshinkovs more. He 

was advised and cannot be otherwise to adopt the term called “Federalism” 

buttressed by the Westerners, cherished and nicknamed as a good guy by USA. 

“business as usual”. 

Under the masks of Federalism, Democracy, Terrorism, Development, 

investment the words of melees era that was spoken and written just to get aids 

and moral support. Indeed what the TPLF Dedebit plan of  Elimination, jail, torture, 

Land grabbing, killing peace full demonstrators, hanging a dead body, a subhuman 

act that no wild animal can do was and still is what the world had witnessed for the  
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last 25 years. The responses to this gruesome act,further more absolute denial, for 

which the Habeshas are baptised with a culture of denial (Habaashaan soba ilkaan 

ittibuqiifatani )general, and the TPLF dedebit clubs cannot be others, and currently 

they are a gold medallion winners. 

The word of -ism itself call it Social, Terror or Federal and Democracy, is 

virtually strange to the whole population of the region in incarcerated in the empire 

since Menelik II without exception if not in the whole Africa. Thus, the real difficult 

question to find the answer is indeed from which school of democracy, federalism 

did the TPLFs leaders certified and to have a license to teach. In fact, the TPLF 

Dedebit club can be considered as incubation box of Terrorism.The fact that their 

predecessor often called them terrorist, is not came out of a vacuum. It is proofed in 

real, since the TPLF occupied Finfinne and designed a policy of Elimantion, killing 

jail, torture, exiled all Opposition forces from the empire. Therefore, praying, crying  

for basic human right just to live let alone what is often propagated democracy 

(People rule themselves) is analogue to the Debtras who prays in Geez, a dead 

language that not one out of twenty Debtras  know what they are praying for 

themselves, nevertheless, the do pray to those who knew nothing about it. If truth 

be told, if the literary meaning of imported words of democracy and federalism was 

applied, the outcome of it for the TPLF/EPRDFs is an apoptosis “suicide or 

programmed death” for the Zionist Empire from the very begging .They could left 

back to Tgray as they came like a Zombis.  

Those artifical terms imported and implemeted by the TPLF “democarcy, 

Federalism, Terrorism, etc.” as it has always bin used as ideological tool for forginer 

supports and to hold the power at all costs with chauvinism of “ One flag, one state, 

one lanagauge, one dictatory” political despotism, hegemony,to evict natives from 

their ansectoral soil plunde and leasing an area of football field for 10 dollars to  

their likes. Expecting democracy from tyranny, literally is as expecting foal from 

mule or expecting milk from hens. Then, no wonder when every rot learned, wash 

and wear TPLF and his breed cadres puff out these words what they do not know 

for themselves to the people incarcerated in the empire first asks, Who is this man 

Called?-ism.-cracy? From where is it comes? Is it something to eat, to drink to cloth 

etc., let alone to serve as a system for administration? 

 
LAND 

NAZI  

“We demand land and territory (colonies) for the sustenance of our people, and 

colonization for our surplus population” 

Europe in general is the second smallest and the most resourceless of all the 

continents in the world, and especially Germany with its dense population there 

were some coals, nothing more enough. Therefore, all what Europe needed (and still 

needs) to develop, to survive, to fulfill her voracious needs had to (or must) come 

from abroad at gunpoint. It explains, in a somewhat macabre manner, the brutality 

of, and genocides committed by the Europeans who went out into the world to 

acquire land, resources and wealth which were in turn shipped back to develop 

Europe and by extension the USA. They were also the most known continent that 

conducted internally (within her geographical boundaries), and external (via seas 

and ocean) genocides (killing and physical annihilation) and ethnocide (systematic 

destruction or elimination of otherness) in human history.  
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From five African nations German invaded, particularly, the South West 

African people (today’s Nambia) that tested the bitter sides of Germans evil man 

Lothar von Trotha-whose name is remembered as Vernichtungsbefehler 

(extermination orderer) who knew nothing about Africa. Alone, by 1904, more than 

80% of the Hereros were exterminated independent of age, gender and the Omaheke 

Desert (Kalahari) turned to the killing field. He deployed 10, 000 heavily armed 

soldiers, killer machines. Germans supported the annihilation of the Hereros, one of 

the bloodiest wars on African soil. It is also here where Eugene Fischer began the 

comparative racial medical experiment on indigenous people and the offspring of 

European settlers (Britons, Bores, Germans and Native women), used as guinea 

pigs to validate the importance of “racial purity.”  

Historians trace it as the beginning of the first genocide of the 20th century 

and the planting of the seeds of a future Genocide that was happened in Europe the 

Holocost. Nazis major plan, Raum schaffen or Lebensraum (create free space) for her 

over population as Brtian did that automatically elimination of the natives from 

their ancestral land Nazis planned to get it back all what German lost in the WWI in 

African as well as Bismarck Empire and resettled by “Germans, the Aryans.” 

TPLF/EPRDF 

 

Menelik II who was known for his cruelty, eviction, burning houses, an 

extermination orderer, sub-human acts remembered as Harma muraa (Cutts of 

Women Breast amputation), Harka muraa (Cutts of Arm), Miila muraa (Cutts of 

Leg), Hattu Loonii- Cattle looter rider, and the greatest slave entrepreneur by the 

Oromos and her neighbours with identical fates and incorporated in his empire. 

Meneliks and his gruesome act by a collection of ignorant, illitrate infantries who 

knew nothing excpet killing, buring houses, properties, looting, raping they can be 

considerd a trained police dogs analoge to armies of (Leopold II of Belgium in Congo 

Free State, Lothar von Trotha (extermination orderer) of Germany in South West 

Africa (Namibia), Cecil Rhodes (African Holocaust) of British colony in Africa, France 

in Algeria just to note some among other European colonizers.  

As a result of defending their land, It was estimated that over 5 million 

Oromos were massacred by Meneliks predatory infantry in 1900 within ten years 

alone, reduced to half of its estimated populationOromo neighbours massacred by 

Menelik, like Sidamas, Ogadenians and other indigenous people living in the region 

had also the same fate during his Hager maqnat, a projects of elimination. He 

conducted genocide, ethnocide, confiscated their land and property; the life of the 

captives was turned to slaves and sold as animals as his primary hard currency 

paid for the firearms.Toady the primary hard currency of the current tyranny 

regime who adapted a Stalinist system to whom power meant a licence to corrupt, 

maim and kill, is our land and our natural resources.  

 

Meniliks predatory infantry: 1896 photo by Alfred Ilg 

Where the foot of habesha holds no grass sheds!” 

(responses of Oromos during Meneliks invasion by his 

“fannos -arrogant, illiterate, ignorant infantry “trained 

police dog” who did what even no wild animals can do.  
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After Meniliks death of syphilis diseases that was diagnosed by his European 

physicians at his younger ages. Zewidtu come to power through internal coup d'état 

vs. Iyasu in his absence after his short reign and she putsched by Tefere Mekonen 

who was her reagent. After consolidating his power and he followed the footsteps of 

menilks, eviction of the southern and resettlement of the Northern Abyssinaiss and 

institutionalized and constitutinalised the Zionist-Amharaization policy, forced 

assimilation process in all sphere of human life of the conquered people of occupied 

territories in the empires artifical boundaries for more than four decades of despotic 

monarchy rule, and replaced by Mengistu Hailmaraim- a Military dictator whose 

ideological father was J. Stalin (shoemakers son, born in Georgia); known as (Man 

of Stell) Russian Soviet Union. 

 Mengistu Hailmaraim popularly known with his evil acts, in the father of red 

terror and famine as his signature, torture, elimnation of formadiable Indiviuals 

and parties by all means possible etc., with his canibalist slogans like “Abiyot 

lijuwan tibelaalech” his Stalins Socialist Revolution eats its own offspring.” He ruled 

the empire with terror, famine as from the year 1974 to 1991 safeguarded with 

killer commando and Kalashnikovs and conducted genocide to its last day of flight 

to Zimbabwe. with his slogans like “his Socialist Revolution can feed her own 

offspring, slaughter mean canibalist. 

It worths to understand the psychic of Abyssinians as a whole, famine and 

hunger is as it always was unwritten recipe of salt in the soups of regimes who 

ruled the empire since its invention without exception, when it happens in an area 

they have challenges to rule.The world can not the famine of1983-1985, where 

million tones of food aids were stranded in the sand of read sea coast in Assab, but 

millions of Oromos few miles away in the so called Wello deformed from Oromo 

word Walo were dying, and the military Junta, M.Hailmariam was importing 

Whisky, through the some port to Finfinnee, dancing intoxicated to celebrate the so 

called 10th year anniversary of one mans ruled regime. The world must understand 

that Tyrannies in Abyssinian, contemporary Ethiopian empire will not wake up one 

Moring a changed people, resolved to set the right all what they wrought in the 

past, and the world must also understand the deep rooted culture of denial, till the 

caught red-handed as a tangible fact that we destined to witness right now in that 

emipre. 

Mengistu was overthrown by three rebel forces, the,OLF, EPLF and the TPLF 

who designed the so called transitional Governemt, that did not hold the duties 

signed for more than 9 months. The true face of the TPLF led by Meles Zenaw who 

fought for the liberation of Tigray was now to be witnessed after occupying finfinne, 

the Ubmlical cord of Oromoland that suffered extreme genocide and ethnocide since 

Meneliks occupation to the very date. Meles consolidated power through trickery 

and mischievous acts, exiled the leaders, jailed in a mass, killed, confeascticated 

the resources of all genuine Liberation Fronts, primarily the OLF, similar to Stalins 

Soviet Russia.One many rule, self-styled Albanian socialist despotic, silent master 

killer, who reapetdly puffed “ bit an empty drum that the “Quasi – Ethiopia”  the 

country is developed to two digits, lie through their teeth. 

In fact the Dedebit club (hungry club) who looks like zombies the day the 

occupied Tuulama Highland, and turned from home less desert guerilla fighter to 

land, villa, company owner on the  fate of Oromo people and Oromoland and their 

likes. They turned from zero to billionaire, from Zombi like to beer-belly.They 

created the most corrupted institutinalized system of bravery, treachery Mafia club 

that hunts the other who does not belong to the club uncomfortable for 
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exploitation, looting, plundering resources and labour and eviction of the Oromos 

from their ancestral land.  

FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION  

NAZI 

“All writers and employees of the newspapers appearing in the German 

language be members of the race; Non-German newspapers be required to have the 

express permission of the State to be published. They may not be printed in the 

German language“. 

TPLF/EPRDF 

The regime is well known in repression of free expression of any sort, and is 

the bronze medallion next to her northern neighbors Eritrea and maintained its 4th 

rank at global level led by Northkorea and Saudi Arabia according to the 2015 CPJ's 

annual publication of the list of 10 Most Censored Countries in the world. Seeking 

freedom of speech, writing and publication even with their own colonial language 

Amharic the so called federal language, let alone with other over 90 languages 

spoken in the region. Mostly in Afaan Oromoo-Oromo language which they planed 

to wipe it out since16th century, most aggressively since meniliks colonization to 

the very date. Oromo language is the 3nd largest if not the 2nd lingua franca of 

African language next to Hausa/west Africa and Kiswahili in east Africa. Virtually 

seeking for freedom of press in ethiopian empire is analog to a blind man searching 

for a black cat in the darkest room. 

 
TARGETED PEOPLE 

NAZI  

“Only a member of the race can be a citizen. A member of the race can only be 

one who is of German blood, without consideration of creed. Consequently, no Jew 

can be a member of the race” 

The Nazi practically targeted all that das not suit there fiction “Aryan“ among 

them, Jews, Roma (Gypsies), people with disabilities, Poles, Soviet prisoners of war, 

and African-Germans Jehovah’s Witnesses etc. the lists go on primarily in Germany 

and finally in Europe, and the have even dreamed for the rest of the world. “Man is 

the only animal who causes pain to others with no other object than wanting to do so” 

Arthur Schopenhauer. 

TPLF/EPRDF 

 

He designed systematic extermination 34 point policy plans analogy to Nazis 

25 plans policy of operation and execution that targeted primarily on the Oromo’s  

and Oromoland that in compass all spheres Oromo life, Farmer, Pastoralist, Trade, 

Teachers, Students, just to name some among all targeted Oromos by the TPLF 

regime since The Tuulama highland was Occupied. His 34 manifesto is an act of 

Eliminations (genocide and ethnocide), to reduce its demographical, Economical, 

Social, Cultural potent in the horn of Africa primarily. His policy plans of 

elimination a secret insider information document leaked and published by Seife 

Nebela newspaper in 1996. The document written in amahric is attached without 

interpreting so that the reader can grasp what has happened since the TPLF 

occupied Finfinne, elimination of the  Oromos,indigenous people from their own soil 

incarcerated in the Abyssinian empire that is conducted in an unprecedented 
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tempo from every direction. Meles breed someone who suffers from an inferiority 

complex for his TPLFs who are craving the power and influence in all arenas named 

Desalgn Hailemarim, before his death in the year 2012. Desalgn Hailemarim a 

Wolayta by ethnic who turned his back to his people and who sense that belonging 

to an influential’s, power holders and organizers that will give him some filling of 

importance, sort of superiority over the others. Desalgn sworn to follow his masters 

footsteps, Meles Zenawi to serve the very people who sold the Wolayta people as 

slaves at all costs and to be titled as a head of “Quasi state of Ethiopia ” and sitting 

on the chair of his master that currently ruling from his grave.  

 
The execution of Ketama Wubetu and his 

friend by Ethiopian soldiers- by hanging on a fence- 
on December 09, 2014 in Salale zone of Dera district 
in the regional state of Oromia was barbaric. If the 
hanged men were members of an opposition group 
fighting against the government, once they were 
captured they should have been brought to justice. 
The fascistic action committed against the two Oromo 
nationals by the government army clearly shows that 
Justice in the country is dysfunctional symbolic. By 
doing this, the Ethiopian government has blatantly 
violated international humanitarian law and 

international human rights law principles including  
International human rights standards: 

HRLHA Urgent Action. Feb 01, 2015 

 
 

Analogy: the gruesome act of the British settlers on 
the people of Moashoans hanged for their heroic 
resistance against colonial Rhodesia seizing their 
land Baffour Ankomah A Bad Man in Africa? Photo: 
NewAfrican April 2001; pp 8-9  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Bodies everywhere aftermath of peaceful 
`demonstration in Sharpeville on 21march 1960 69 
Black protesters were shot dead by apartheid police“ 
Photo-NewAfrican July 2003 No 240 

 

 

 

 

 

“When you know who your enemy is, he can no longer keep you divided, and fighting, 

one brother against the other! Because when you recognize who your enemy is, he can no 

longer use trickery, promises, lies, hypocrisy, and his evil acts to keep you deaf, dumb, and 

blinded! When you recognize who you longer brainwash you, he can no longer pull wool over 

your eyes so that you never stop to see that you are living in pure hell on this earth, while he 

lives in pure heaven right on this same earth!” Malcolm X 
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IF WE MUST DIE 

 

If we must die, let us not be like hogs 

Hunted and penned in an inglorious spot, 

While round us bark the mad and the hungry dogs,  

Making their mock at our accursed lot.  

 

If we must die, Oh lets nobly die, 

so that our precious blood may not be shed 

in vain; even the monster we defy 

Shall be constrained to honour us though dead! 

Oh, kinsmen! (all of you) , we must meet a common foe! 

 

Though far outnumbered let us show us brave 

And for their thousand blows deal on death-blow! 

What though before us lies the open grave? 

Like men we`ll face the murderous cowardly pack, 

Pressed to the wall, dying , but fighting back! 

Poem from Claude McKay 1919 cited by D.Ben Jochannen in Book NEW 

DIMENSIONS in AFRICAN HISTORY 1996, pp.170  

 

“Freedom, Liberation, is never given by anybody; it is won!”  

 

 

The final fate of the tyrannies with out ifs, ands, but or ors are 1) last minute 

flight to their own types like Mengistu H.Mariam to Zimbabwe, 2) killed in their hole 

like a rat like Saddam Hussein, 3) commit Suicide like Adolf Hitler 4) brought to 

justice to the ICC like Ratko Mladić.  

Odaahora@gmail.com 
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